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Major Initiatives
Infrastructure Development
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Sound system room have been installed with a permanent desktop and a router making it easier for
screenings and several events that are organised by the Students’ Gymkhana
The Mixer that had been damaged in March 2015 has finally returned to its rightful place in the green room and
was used during Techkriti extensively
A 5.1 surround system has been installed in the FMC room for editing purposes making it easier for editing as
well as opening newer horizon for the newly restructured Sound Club
A wireless Mic System has been added to the inventory of the Sound system for us to be able to organise Open
house sessions and events like SOP Box easily
Two new DSLRs have been added to the council inventory namely Canon 700D and Canon 1300D
We have also added three new lenses to the council inventory:
o 10-18 mm Canon lens for wide angle photography
o 24mm Canon lens for shooting videos
o 70-300 mm Tamron lens for Photography
Further, we have also added a voice recorder to the inventory to make dubbing in videos easier
The Inventory for the DVDs that are available with the SFS shall be released soon on the students’ list so that
they can issue those DVDs and see the movies at their own convenience.

Workshops and Sessions
•

•
•

As promised in my manifesto, we organised a talk by Mr. Tanmaya Shekhar who is an Alumni of IIT Kanpur and
right now working as an independent filmmaker in NY. The talk saw a very good participation from the campus
community.
Mr. Amitesh Maheshwari, Y9 Batch also took a session on Travel and Solo Photography
Two talks specifically targeted at Effective Communication and Presentation Skills were organized alongside
spectrum for the campus community. The talks laid foundations for students as to what goes into an effective
communication both verbally as well as visually.

Premier Screening
•

A Premier screening was organised a 28th April 2016 where Mr. Vivek Agnihotri , an esteemed movie director
graced us with his presence and screened his upcoming movie “Buddha in a Traffic Jam” and shared his views
as to why he decided to make the movie and engaged in active discussion with the campus community regarding
the movie.
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Fashion show
The Fashion Show was organised as a part of fresher’s night the details of which have already available in the post
conduction report of the Fresher’s Night

Streamlining
During my tenure, I have tried to streamline a lot of the processes:
•
•

•
•

The instructions for Live streaming of an event were sent to all the coordinators and heads of all the councils
and cells for their reference
The instructions for the usage of the green room have been prepared and will be mailed shortly to all the
executives for their reference alongside a short demo session which will help the executives to organise their
events in the upcoming year
The guidelines for the Usage of FMC room were put into effect and are posted inside the room
A new SG form for the issue of Equipment from the council is under making and shall be presented by my
successor in one of the upcoming senate meetings

Ministry Work
MHRD
Independence Day Celebrations were organised for a fortnight on the request of the Ministry of Human Resource and
Development including Cultural Performances, Competitions etc.
MIB
This year presented itself as a unique opportunity where we screened some of the movies from the Mumbai
International Film Festival, thanks to Films Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. On further discussion
with the officials of the ministry, they have agreed that if we start planning early then we can invite some of the directors
or screenplay directors from all over India for the Montage Film Festival Next Year. I shall be passing on the contact
information to my successor.
Ministry of Communications
The Department of Posts has approached us with their initiative called mystamp wherein students can get custom
stamps made with a photograph of IIT Kanpur at the side. This will take place during the Convocation of this year.
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Server Space
A letter was Moved to the Head CC through the Dean Students’ Affairs for the allocation of VMs for several gymkhana
Bodies including festivals, cells and other requirements that we may have for future. The Process in underway and we
shall be having the access to all this by the next week, special thanks to Mr. Saksham Sharma for his continuous efforts
in making this happen. Further I would like to request the incoming Chairperson, Students’ Senate to ensure that these
VMs fulfil the purpose for which they are being asked for.

Other Works
•

•
•

A letter has been sent to DOSA regarding online purchases between 25000 and 50000 (for which advance
cannot be taken from the Gymkhana account as per an Office order), as and when the Finance Officer approves
this verbally then the same shall be presented in the senate alongside the complete proposal
For the first time around, this years’ general elections saw facebook campaigning and Video manifestoes of
candidates being posted through the FB Page of The Election Commission
A proposal regarding restructuring of COM200A has been itemized in many of the senate meetings, however
has not been taken up due to timing constraints, I would like to request the Incoming Chairperson to make sure
the proposal moves as quickly as possible to the SUGC so that the students can benefit more out of it.

Major Events
Spectrum
•
•

•
•

The number of competitions were reduced even after introduction of a new hobby group under the council to
promote learning and quality participation from the students
Competitions were broadly divided into two categories
o focussing on more number pf participation specifically designed for the first year students
o Focusing on better quality Participation for learning
Specific Importance was given to publicity of the event via teasers, posters and website for better participation
The results for nearly all the competitions have been released except for two film-making competitions which
shall come up within a day or two.

MONTAGE Film Festival
Montage’16
•
•

Montage’16 was organised from 31st March to 3rd April where a whole plethora of movies were screened spread
across various countries, genres and languages to cater to the needs of everyone in the campus
Montage’16 marked the return of Montage film festival after it was organised for the last time during the golden
jubilee celebrations
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•

Competitions were organised for the first time as a part of montage alongside various workshops taken by
various cubs under the council.

Montage’17
•
•

•

•

Montage’17 was organised from 26th to 29th January where a whole plethora of movies were screened spread
across various countries, genres and languages to cater to the needs of everyone in the campus
This year montage saw its special edition, thanks to Films Division, Lucknow Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting for providing us an opportunity to look at some of the best movies submitted for the “Mumbai
International Film Festival” under the head “Best of MIFF.” The Festival saw a good participation as it was loved
by students and faculties all together. A small feedback was collected for the movies screened which says:
“loved the documentary, amdavad ma famous...a really interesting topic and whole-hearted performance by
the entire team. More such movies /documentaries should be made on Indian tradition”
“It was good, nice to see a full scale film fest with a good mix in the genre.”
“Great films, all of them. Especially liked Golden Bird”
With many more calling it a mind changing and awesome experience
Workshops were held during montage to facilitate learning for students taken by the Core Team, Films and
Media Council for various topics:
o Photography Workshop for post processing and a review on basics on handling
o Film Workshop on basics of handling, editing and scene processing
o Presentation Design and Poster Making was also conducted for students
The website and other relevant details can be found at: students.iitk.ac.in/fmc/montage

Clubs and Hobby Groups
Animation Hobby Group
•
•
•

For a major part of my tenure due to lack of coordinators, the hobby group was inactive however two sessions
and workshops dealing with basics of animation over 3Ds Max were organised
The summer workshop could not be organised as the expense for the workshop was too high making it
practically impossible for us to organise any professional workshop for the same
We will be releasing the final album of the works that have been done under the club from the archives as a
safekeep for the Gymkhana through our page really soon
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Anime Society
Screenings
Detective Conan Movie 01: The Timed Skyscraper (1997) | 16th March
Our first movie was a huge success with a turnout of 200 people from almost every age group

Anime weekend | 9th – 10th April
The recently aired anime series ERASED (Boku Dake Ga Inai Machi) was screened as per requests from campus junta.
There was a turnout of about hundred people on both days of the screening.

Spirited Away (2001) | 27th May
This summer we screened Ghilbi’s classic spirited away which brought a huge crowd of 250 at the night of screening.

The Boy and the Beast (Bakemono no ko) | 17th June
Another movie which was screened in the summers which was highly appreciated by the campus junta gathering over
200 people

Naruto vs Sasuke – The Final Battle | 29th September
This was a screening of the dual episodes of Naruto that aired the very same day. The screening saw turnout of a huge
number of audience. The screening was highly requested in the Facebook group discussions.

Princess Mononoke (1997) | 5th February
Another Ghibli classic, Princess Mononoke was screened based on the polling in the Facebook group.

Akatsuki | Summer project group
A project for writing our very own Manga was started this summer. The team comprised of 7 members from both UG
and PG wrote the screenplay for 3 chapters and did character design. The project is currently on hiatus due to some
issues.

Cosplay | Fresher’s Night
For the first time, a cosplay event was organized as a part of Fashion show in Fresher’s Night. The cosplay was on the
theme of Pokémon which was also the theme for Fresher’s Night. 13 Y16 students dressed as various characters from
the Pokémon series.
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Design Club
Despite several attempts made, there have not been significant work in the club majorly due to lack of coordinators for
the first half and fall in the number of students interested in designing as a whole. The summer workshop could not be
organised at all as there was no coordinator for the club who could take up the responsibility for the workshop.
Designing events were organised as a part of Spectrum, however the participation has not been up to the mark both in
terms of quality and quantity

Workshops and sessions
•
•
•
•

A session on designing was conducted as a part of spectrum for the students to have a better idea of basic
design aesthetics
One more session on effective presentation making was conducted as a part of spectrum which was appreciated
by the students who attended the session
The bus schedule has been sent to the MT section for installation at several bus stands within the campus
The new Gymkhana Logos shall be presented in the new senate after taking approval of the previous office
bearers

Film Club
Workshops and sessions
A Summer Workshop was conducted during the summer term. Eminent playwright and script writer Mr. Atul Tiwari
conducted the workshop.
About the Workshop:
Some of the theory covered during the workshop included the following:
• Basic Principles of Screenplay Writing
• Element of a Screenplay
• Structuring a Screenplay
• Scene Design
• Writing a Treatment
• Writing a Step Outline
• Writing Dialogue
• Formatting a Screenplay
Apart from this the practical writing work included exercises like:
• Finding the Subject
• Writing a Screenplay
• Narrating and Pitching
The workshop witnessed number of enthusiastic participants.
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Subsequent Summer Workshop was conducted by the coordinators of the club in which knowledge about software like
Premiere Pro, After Effects and Audition was shared with the attendees of the workshop. The workshop continued over
a week and proved fruitful for the attendees. DSLR Handling was also a component of the workshop.
A 2-day workshop was conducted for the Fresher’s (Y16 students) in last week of September which they were given a
short film project which they had to shoot on their own and then do the editing also. The workshop saw huge number
of enthusiastic participants. The purpose of the workshop was to create a visual vision and interest in filmmaking
amongst students.
•
•

A one day workshop was conducted in first week of October prior to the festival of Spectrum to acquaint students
with the basic preliminary knowledge about the software used and DSLR handling.
There was conduction of one more workshop in montage in which all the basic knowledge about camera and
composition along with film techniques were covered.

Video Productions
•

BATCH VIDEO – Y12 BATCH
Another large project was undertaken by the club which involved the students of Y12 batch. The concept was to
make a dance and music video based on a song (Paint it red) from the movie “Zindagi na milegi dobara”. The project
required meticulous planning and the video also proved to be successful with more than 4400 views.
Link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sx20IYKF80I

•

ORIENTATION VIDEO – Y16
The video was conceived and executed by the club secretaries and proved to be a learning experience for them.
The video received positive response with about 12300 views.
Link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tvCLBxA2NE&feature=youtu.be
TEACHER’S DAY SPECIAL
The video was a first of its kind. It was a picture montage. The lyrics of a song dedicated to teachers were written
and handed out to campus residents. It was a huge effort from the club secretaries side and got a lot of people
involved. Help from FAC was also taken. The video got around 4000 views
Link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5bjz4zdeAA

•

Upcoming Projects
•
•

A batch video for the outgoing batch of 2017
A video for the Office of International Relations
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Photography Club
Pixels: Photography Club Summer Workshop
The tenure of photography club began with its
much-awaited summer workshop. This year’s
workshop saw 53% increase in number of
participants. The participants were mentored by
Padma Shri award winner Mr. Sudharak Olwe &
German Documentary photographer Miss Helena
Schaetzle. A photo-trip was also organized to
Lucknow which was attended by 30 students.

Open House
Solo Traveling and Travel Photography
Photography Club, IITK also organized an open house session on solo
traveling and how to excel in travel photography. Mr. Amitesh
Maheshwari (B.Tech IITK Y14), who left his job to become a full time
traveler and entrepreneur was the speaker for session. The open
house was attended by nearly 40 students.

Color & Histogram
Another open house was organized on the topic Color Theory and
Histogram. It was attended by more than 30 students. The open
house was followed by a campus photowalk.
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Techkriti’16 Coverage
After a successful coverage of all the events and shows
throughout Techkriti’16, the club released an overall
album for Techkriti’15 within a week of the festival.

Fresher’s Exhibition
Fresher’s Photography Exhibition was organized from 24th to 26th July 2015 for the incoming batch Y15 in the Audi
foyer alongside the Orientation programme. The exhibition aimed at showcasing a bit of culture of IITK to the students
as well as provide the club some exposure among the incoming batch.

Spectrum
To mark the return of Spectrum, the inter-pool films
and media festival, a two day extensive lecture
series was organized to cover Exposure, DSLR
handling, Composition and Light theory on the first
day followed by a full hands on session with studio
equipment and lighting which saw more than 150
attendees overall.
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Fashion Show
A fashion show was conducted for the freshers’15 by a combined effort of
Photography club and film club. This got the participation of some really
enthusiastic people into various fields of FMC from the starting of the
semester.

Hall Level Workshops
Photography Club, IITK with the help of club secretaries organized Hall Level
Photography Workshops. The workshop was organized to introduce the
Freshers with the basic of DSLR Handling, Photography and Club Culture. The
workshop saw an overall participation of more than 150 students from all
the halls.

Antaragni
Like every year, Photography Club IITK successfully did the
coverage of Antaragni’16. This year coverage saw a major
improvement in quality as well as number of photographs.
The Antaragni coverage team was joined by more than 40
students.
Along with the regular coverage, Photography Club also
organized its annual exhibition which was appreciated both
by faculties as well as students.
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Inter-IIT
st

The 51 Inter-IIT sports meet was hosted by
IIT Kanpur. Photography Club IITK despite
lacking the required gears and equipment,
successfully covered the 7 days long event
with 120+ photographs officially published
each day. More than 50+ students
volunteered to be part of the coverage team.
They were trained from basic participation.
Prior to the main meet, Photography Club
IITK also covered the four day long Inter IIT
aquatics meet.

Monthly Photo-Archive
Photography Club IITK started a new initiative of monthly
photo archive. Out of all the photos posted throughout the
month at Clubs Facebook group were selected for the
monthly archive. These monthly archives are meant to be a
collection of life @IITK and the works of college
photographers. The winners are also awarded a 12”x 18”
printed photograph.
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New SAC Photo Gallery
New SAC Photo Gallery represent the student culture of IITK and are reminiscent of the beautiful memories that we all
cherish. The qualities of photo displayed in New SAC gallery has deteriorated with time, so Photography Club IITK has
planned exhibit fresh new prints. The club has already received more than 200 entries for the same.

Calendar
Photography Club IITK first time published its very
own desk calendar. The calendar was appreciated
by DOSA and Director as well. The calendars were
also gifted to BOGs IITK. A website for the same
was also released today via the page.

Results of Intercollegiate Competitions
This year Photography Club IITK also participated in various
intercollegiate photography competitions and won in each one of
them where the entries were sent. The Club also sent entries to
the Vistas, Photography Club IIT BHU annual exhibition and our
10 photographs were selected. The detailed result for various
competitions are:
Aperture, Antaragni IITK:
Nishant Shukla 1st
Pankaj Patil 1st

Picture This, Lady Shri Ram College:
Nishant Shukla 1st
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Instagram Handle
Photography Club IITK also launched its official Instagram handle @photoclubiitk.
The account features the work of Club members, students both inside as well as
outside IITK.

Product Photography
The club has extended its facilities to the campus junta in whatever way it can and continuing on this trend, the club
went on to help some of the institute start-ups with product Photography for promoting their start-ups in a much
more professional way. EVIVE, AdurCup

Photographs for Occasions
The club clicked two photographs for the Cover Image of the Council Page on the occasion of Independence Day and
Teacher’s Day.

Sound Club
The recently restructured sound club has seen quite a good participation in the first set of workshops organised as a
part of Spectrum. The first set of workshops laid the foundation stones for the club to streamline its flow of work. Two
Professional Radio Workshops have been organised during summers and winters 2016 however they didn’t see a lot of
participation from the student community from within the campus

Initiatives
•

The Club is soon to release its soundcloud channel with the entries of Spectrum, so that students can get a taste
of what sound mixing feels like

Students’ Film Society
The club has been actively organising several movie and match screenings over the year, apart from this the club has
seen some major changes over the past few months
Total No. of Movie Screenings: 82
Total No. of Matches Screened: 8
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Special Screenings
•
•
•
•
•

Movie Marathons: Star Wars Movie Marathon, Movie Marathon (Genre: History and Drama)
Mini Marathons: 4 Short Mini Marathons (3-day duration) were organised on different Genres.
Inter IIT Aquatics Meet Screenings: 8 Movies were screened in New SAC during Aquatics Meet.
Inter IIT Sports Meet Screenings: 9 Movies were screened during Inter IIT Sports Meet
Screenings in Collaboration with Clubs: Movies were screened in collaboration with Adventure Club, E- Cell, and
Taekwondo Club.

New Initiatives
•
•
•

The Online Polling system has been started on the FB group and soon shall be integrated with the website as
well as and when we have the website ready with all the details
The FB group also serves the purpose of an online forum where active discussions on movies have started
Distribution of DVD’s among Campus Junta to enrich their experience.

Vox Populi
Vox Populi, the campus journalism body, after having a revamp in 2014 and practically starting from scratch has come
a long way and has successfully established itself as a campus media body which is trusted and looked up to. With strong
40 member core-group comprising writers, correspondents, video jockeys, video editors, photographics, cartoon
creators and designers, vox is poised. With an exuberant team and a buoyant vision, Vox looks at the coming term as
one full of opportunities.
•
•
•

Vox published two print editions after a hiatus of 2 years
Interviews of eminent personalities coming to Techkriti including widely acclaimed video interview of TVF
Pitchers team.
A campaign in was organised in association with Twitter to celebrate campus life where tweets were invited
from students, professors and alumni on a topic which was announced for each of the five days for which the
campaign was run

Coverage of Protest
The protests which ensued after the unfortunate demise of Mr. Alok Pandey were skilfully covered by the team which
were the only source of reliable information about the happenings apart from word of mouth. Expectedly, the coverage
received appreciation and the posts had an enormous reach among the readers.

Inter IIT Aquatics meet
Day to day coverage of the aquatics meet was carried out. Both swimming and water polo events were covered and a
comprehensive report at the end of each day was published. Videos with the teams and coaches were also released.
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Inter IIT Main meet
The main meet was covered in three formats:
1. A printed newsletter which was delivered to the participants every morning. It contained the points table upto
that day and other pieces like interviews with dignitaries, Vox Walks with athletes, etc.
2. A detailed report of the day from the perspective of IIT Kanpur’s performance for the day
3. A video in which the team interacted with the participants
Response:
The coverage on such a large scale was unprecedented and it generated a lot of traction. The team received great
appreciation for its efforts from both the campus residents and outside participants.

Vox Walks
•
•

2 Videos- Interaction with IITK Swimming team; Small video interview of IITK Aquatics Coach
Video interview of Ms. Bula Choudhary and written interview of Ms. Trishla Singh

Internship Series
Captured the summer internship experiences of Y13 and Y12 students to help current students seating for internships
make an informed choice

Orientation Video
The orientation of Y16 was shot on camera by the Vox team and the video was released on 15/10/16/ It was very well
received by the audience and was the most viewed video released by the page in this term

Alumni Connect
Shared the experiences of Mr. Akshat Singhal (co-authored the phenomenal paper “Observation of Gravitational
Waves from a Binary Black Hole Merger) and Aarav unmanned system founder with the junta Regularly shared the
achievements of our beloved alumni from Facebook page

Pertinent campus issues raised
•
•
•
•

Problems faced by physically disabled students (Print Edition)
Food Wastage (Print Edition)
Difficult times ahead for BS programs
Problems with the Branch Change form leading to incorrect branch change

Salient Features
•

Instant Reporting e.g. Protest coverage, Inter-IIT Aquatics meet coverage, Reporting the cases of bushfire,
Flipped classrooms, CCD renovation post, Mid-sem copies on time, CC password change request,
Distinguished faculty awards, Sharing of news articles related to IITK etc
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•

Design: 3 upcoming print edition posters, Vox’s birthday (celebrated Vox’s 2nd birthday on 2nd August),
poster for telling that CCD will be open 24 hours during exams, freshers’ competition poster, Wishing
Teacher’s Day poster etc. ; First ever doodle by Vox on mid-sems fever ; Comic in print edition

Recommendations
•

•

•

•

The animation hobby group hasn’t been able to get enough participation from the campus community even
after repeated attempts which can be attributed to the fact that not a lot of students are interested in animation
anymore, hence my recommendation is that it should be dissolved
Any number of structures for the design cub have failed successively over the years, and even after several
attempts the club hasn’t been able to get participation from the campus community, hence I would like to
propose dissolving the Club altogether, it is not really good that I have to say this but if the campus community
are not interested, then keeping a club alive only on papers is completely useless
My third recommendation is regarding the website, since now we have been allocated Space by the CC, I
would like to request the Incoming Executives to make sure that we are able to reflect through our webpage
that we belong to one of the most prestigious institutes of India
My other recommendation is regarding Spectrum, the participation from veeras has been quite low hence I
propose that the weightage for veeras shall be reduced in spectrum as well or they should be clubbed with
another pool for spectrum
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